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Touching Lives
Special Articles in
this Issue:

This is the third issue of Glimpses. Those
of us involved with producing this E-zine pray
that it is a blessing and a
benefit to those who
read it.
In this March/April
magazine, readers will
find Bible teaching articles, quotes, a testimony, and columns. There
is also information about
Glimpses of Grace, the
ministry producing the
magazine, which also
offers books on Bible
subjects. The organization produces music
and a website with more
material.

Recently, some of
our staff members went
to a location where thousands of people were
buying and selling. In a
men’s room, an elderly
man was using a spray
bottle to freshen the air.
He had a jar full of money and a sign saying
these tips were his only
source of income. In the
ladies’ room, a similar
scene was taking place.
And in another
state, at a public dumping area, a man stood by
to receive the garbage,
and crush the deposits.
There are countless
jobs in today’s world.
People often perform
thankless tasks, trying to
make ends meet. No one
really plans to work at a

garbage pit or a restroom. We all have our
ideas, but life often takes
us on other paths and to
difficult places.
How do we treat
those we see every day?
Do we pretend they are
not there? During His
earthly ministry, Jesus
encountered a wide variety of people. He ministered to them all.
We may not be able
to heal everyone. We
don’t raise the dead. We
cannot solve all of the
world’s problems. But
words of encouragement, food, money, and
other ways to help are
needed.
“Unto one of the
least of these…”
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